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Is there anything of which one can say 'Look, this is new'?
No, it has already existed, long before our time.

The theory of error-correcting codes was born in 1945
when C. Shannon wrote his landmark paper [1] on the
mathematical theory of communication. This, of
course, does not mean that there was no notion of the
coding of messages before. Although this notion did
not take the shape of a mathematical science, it kept
producing, from time to time, instructive examples
that may be still interesting to the mathematical com
munity because they either present a surprising provi
sional insight or are of exceptional beauty. Below I
intend to discuss some of these episodes. My aim here
is not to contest the generally acknowledged priorities,
nor do I claim that the discovery of these curiosities is
my achievement. Rather I want to bring together a
series of mathematical stories that form a part of the
early history (or the prehistory) of coding theory.

The purposes of the transformation of messages be
fore transmission may be various: to compress the text
in order not to send redundant information, or to con
ceal the sense of the text from an unauthorized user, or
to add a few check symbols to correct possible channel
errors after the transmission. The theory of error
correcting codes deals with the last problem.

Let F be a finite set (an alphabet) of size IFI = q. A
(q-ary block) code A of length n is a subset of Fn

• For q
a prime power and F = IFq a finite field, a linear code is
a linear subspace of the vector space Fn

. Codes are
designed for the transmission of messages over noisy
channels.

A channel is defined as a stochastic mapping T : F --?

F with the matrix of transition probabilities (p(vlu)), u,
v E F, where p(vlu) = Pr{v is receivedlu is transmitted}
(we do not use the most general definition here). Note
that we assume that the information transmission

channel is memoryless, i.e., the noise affects the letters
of a transmitted word statistically independently. Sup
pose a codeword (a message) a E A is to be transmit
ted over T letter by letter. Denote by x E Fn the re
ceived word. To reconstruct a transmitted word from a
received one, let us introduce the mapping D : Fn

--? A
called the decoder. The goal of the decoder is to mini
mize the probability of decoding error, Le., of an event
D(x) 7'= a. It can be shown that if the messages are
equiprobable, the error probability is minimized (over
all possible decoding rules) by the so-called maximum
likelihood decoder DML defined by the equality

Pr{xIDML(X)} = max Pr{xla} for all x E Fn
• (1)

aEA

Suppose Fn is endowed with a metric d that is matched
to the channel in the sense that Pr{xly} ;;, Pr{zly} im-
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plies d(x,y) ~ d(z,y). Then a decoding rule equivalent
to Equation (1) is the so-called minimum-distance decoder
Drnd defined by the equality

d(x,Dmd(x)) = min d(x,a) for all x E Fn
• (2)

aEA

Consider for example the channel with p(vlv) = 1 - e
and p(vlu) = e/(q - 1) for v #- u; all errors being
equiprobable, this is called the q-ary symmetric channel
(QSc). It is easy to check that for qe < q - 1 the
Hamming metric d(a,b) = #{j : aj #- bj } is matched to
this channel. For this reason, the QSC is the most
popular channel model among coding theorists. For
further details, we refer to the two classical treatises
in modern information theory: [2], chap. 5, and [3],
chap. 1.

As a rule, the algorithmic implementation of DML as
well as of Drnd requires the inspection of a large subset
of code words and is, therefore, computationally in
tractable. For example, the general problem of mini
mum-distance decoding is known to be NP-hard. Be
cause of this, one often studies the implementation of
a less powerful decoding mapping, namely, the
bounded-distance decoding. By

d(A) = min d(a' ,a"),
a',a"EA
a''i'a''

we denote the minimum distance within a code A
(hereafter, code distance). Let 0 2t + 1 and let S(a,t) =

{x E Fnld(a,x) ~ t}. The bounded-distance decoding Do is a
partial mapping Do : U aEA S(a,t) ---i> A defined only on
vectors that are suitably close to the code. For this
mapping to be well-defined, we need that the spheres
S(a,t) be disjoint, or in other words that 0 ~ d(A). Usu
ally, one says that the decoding Do corrects up to t
errors.

Denote the triple of code parameters by [n,M,d]
[length, size, Hamming distance]. If F is a finite field
and a code A is linear, then k = logq M is its dimension.
In this case, one may think of a code as a linear bijec
tive mapping fA : Fk

---i> A c Fn from the set of k-Ietter
messages onto the set of n-Ietter code words. For this
reason, k is sometimes called the number of information
symbols, whereas the remaining n k symbols are re
dundant and provide the error correction. Usually they
are called check symbols. In the linear case, the norm Ilxll
that corresponds to the Hamming distance is called the
Hamming weight and denoted by wt(·). So wt(x) =
#{j: xj #- O}.

The main problems of coding theory are related to
the construction of codes with large size and distance.
Evidently, these two objectives come into conflict. A
natural question is: How large can the distance of a
code of length n with M words be? or, how many
words can there be in a code of length n and with
distance d? The answer is given by the following state
ment.

THEOREM 1.

(3)

Proof. Write all M code words in the rows of an M x n
matrix. Delete any d - 1 columns. The rows of length
n - d + 1 of the remaining submatrix are still distinct;
on the other hand, there are at most qn-d+l different
words of this length.

This theorem was proved in [4] and is known as the
Singleton bound. Singleton proved his theorem only
for codes with integer k (for example, for linear codes).
Surprisingly, we find the general bound (3) already in
[5] that dates back to 1932. Though the authors do not
provide a proof, the hints that are given lead us to
think that they had in mind exactly the cited argument.
In [5], the problem of constructing a maximal code was
studied for a particular reason that we consider in the
next section.

Commercial Codes

Historically, the first codes were intended to encipher
plaintext of a dispatch in order to hide its sense from a
third party. The story of these codes is presented in a
more than thousand page volume [6]. However, Chap
ter 22 of it (entitled "Sideshows") is devoted to non
secret code systems primarily of commercial use.
These codes became common already by 1825, after
Claude Chappe in 1794 constructed a semaphore sys
tem linking the main cities of France with hilltop tow
ers, signals being repeated from tower to tower. An
immense impetus to the promotion of commercial
codes was given in 1866 by the laying of the Atlantic
cable. The problem of inevitable transmission errors
was understood by the code compilers even before
1877, when the United States Supreme Court consid
ered the case of the Philadelphia wool dealer Frank J.
Primrose who sued a telegraph company for $20,000
he lost due to such an error. The codes for business
transmission were constructed so as to rule out two
words that differ by less than two letters. As we would
say, these codes had the minimum distance 2. This is
obviously insufficient to correct even a single error,
though if a received word does not belong to the code,
the receiver concludes that the transmission went ab
normally. A code with distance 2 detects all single er
rors (and probably some double, triple, ... ones).

Originally, commercial codes consisted of code
words of different length, and the restriction meant
that every subset of code words of equal length had the
minimum distance 2. However, in the first quarter of
our century practically all modern cable and telegraph
codes were based on the five-letter codeword because
five-letter groupings met all the various telegraph com
panies' criteria of what would be counted as a word.
Later, in 1923, A. C. Meisenbach published the Acme
Commodity and Phrase Code that together with single
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Finally, form

,.(e,x) = (e,e(a - x) + b).

(4)

In this section, we describe various approaches to the
solution of a nonlinear system that attracted the atten
tion of mathematicians during the last 200 years start
ing in the 1790s. The first to consider it was de Prony
[10], who was led to it by an interpolation problem
(this was observed in [11]; see also [12]). After that, it
has been considered (seemingly, for its own sake) by
Srinivasa Ramanujan [13]; finally, it arose in a problem
of decoding a class of algebraic codes (see [14-16], and
also [17]). Here we derive the system in question in the
frame of coding theory.

Gaspard-Clair-Fran<;ois-Marie baron Riche de Prony
(1755-1839) was a well-known French engineer in pub
lic service. In different periods of his 40-year activity he
was engaged in various projects, from relating the
Greenwich meridian to that of Paris to measuring the
maximum power of the steam engine, and from mea
suring the speed of sound to compiling trigonometric
tables up to 19 decimals. Therefore, it is less surprising
that he once came upon the problem we are going to
consider, than that he found a solution that later be
came the frame of reference for the decoding of a class
of algebraic codes.

Let qbe a prime power and suppose F = IFq is a finite
field of q elements. Let n = qm 1, Q = qm; denote by
a a primitive element of IFQ' Fix a basis of IFQ over IFq'

For a positive integer 0 ~ 2, consider the matrix

where ,.m ,. 0 ,.m -1 and the inverse is taken in DS'

Proving that the code thus defined satisfies (*)
amounts to straightforward calculations [9].

Note that for q = 2, the problem of finding the max
imum size of a (*)-code remains unsolved.

X). For a, b E 7lJ(s), a oF 0, let us define a permutation
of the elements of D s by

Decoding of BCH Codes and a System of
Nonlinear Equations

and substitute for every qm_ary entry of H the corre
sponding q-ary column vector of length m. Denote the
resulting matrix by H*. Consider the subset B of vec
tors a E Fn that satisfy the following linear system:

a word x obtained from a codeword a after a substi
tution of one letter for another or after a transposi
tion of two adjacent letters does not belong to a code.

The idea of adding transpositions to Hamming er
rors was quite appropriate because together these two
types of errors account for more than 0.9 of all operator
errors. Though the function d*(a,b) = min{d(a,b),
I(a,b)}, where I(a,b) is the minimum number of trans
positions of adjacent symbols that turns a into b, is not
a metric, it is possible to consider the following prob
lem [7]: What is the maximum size of a code that sat
isfies the imposed restrictions? The Acme code A over
F = {a, b, c, ...} with q = 26, of length 5, and with IAI
= 100,411 was in this sense a poor suggestion. Later,
this problem was examined in [5]. Starting from The
orem 1, the authors constructed a maximum code of
264 = 456,976 words with Hamming distance 2. After
a careful hand analysis of the constructed code, they
ruled out 16,925 further words to arrive at a code of
440,051 five-tuples that could detect one-place errors
and single transpositions.

At present, general methods of constructing codes
that detect single substitutions and single transposi
tions are known [8, 9]. For arbitrary q ~ 3 and 2 ~ n ~
q, these methods yield codes of length n with n - 1
information symbols and a single check symbol. In
view of (3), we may observe that the transposition de
tection requirement entails no additional redundancy.
Let W = {(Xl' ... , Xn-I)} be the dictionary of all qn-1
information words. To each word we must add a check
symbol xn so that (*) holds [to construct a (*)-code]. The
first two observations are obvious.

OBSERVATION 1. Let q = pS, where s ~ 1 for prime p >
2 and s ~ 2 for p = 2. Let av . . . ,an 1be distinct nonzero
elements of IFq. Then choosing xn = 2,'t:l aixi yields a (*)
code.

OBSERVATION 2. If there exist methods of constructing
(*)-codes for q1 and for qz, then there also exists such a
method for q = q1qZ'

"Hamming" errors was capable of detecting single
transpositions, i.e., errors of the form abcda ~ acbda.
This means that

Proof. Represent every symbol Xi' 1 ~ i ~ n 1,
uniquely as a pair (xP),X)Z)), where xP) is a digit base q1
and x~Z) is a digit base qz. Compute separately x~) from
( i) (j)) . - 1 2 h (j) . d" bXi , . . . 'Xn l' J - , ,were Xn IS a 191t ase %'
and then restore the symbol Xn base q.

Thus, the only case left is q = 2s, s odd. A nice way
to treat this problem was suggested in [9]. Consider
the dihedral group Ds of order q whose elements are
given by pairs (e,x) with e E { 1,1} and XE {O, 1, ... ,
s I}. The group law is given by (e,x) * (f,y) = (ef,ey +
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Denote byAs the rows of 11* are not necessarily linearly indepen-
dent, the dimension k = dim(B) ?: n - m(3 1).

It is also possible to describe B as the set of vectors a
E IF~ that satisfy the following 3 relations in IFQ:

v

CT(X) = II (1 - XXi)
i=l

(7)

Equation (4') is more convenient than Equation (4) be
cause it enables us to use the properties of H. For ex
ample, any 1> 1 distinct columns of H form a Van
dermonde determinant. This implies that w, the min
imum Hamming weight of a nonzero solution of
Equation (4'), is greater than or equal to 3. The [n4,d
~ 3] code B is called a (narrow-sense primitive) BCH
code (after the names of its discoverers; see [18, 19]).

The BCH codes are extremely popular because of
their remarkable algebraic properties ([20], Chaps.
7-11, [17], Chaps. 5-11) that allow implementing the
decoding Of; by a simple polynomial algorithm. The
domain of Of; is the set of all vectors of Fn that are at
distance ~ t = [(1) - 1)/2J from B. For any x E Fn and
a E B, the condition d(x,a) ~ t implies Of;(X) = a, that
is, Of; corrects up to terrors.

Suppose a vector received from the channel is equal
to x = a + e, where wt(e) = v ~ t. Denote by S
(51"'" 521) the 2t-dimensional vector over IFQ:

(9)

(10)5
v

] [CTV ] [5
V

+

1

]5V:+1 CTv:-l = _ 5v:+ z .

5Zv - 1 CTI 5zv

When j runs from 1 to v, Equation (9) generates a sys
tem of linear equations in CTi:

the polynomial with roots equal to the reciprocals of
the error locations Xi' We are going to find the coeffi
cients CT1' ••• , CTv of this polynomial. Multiply Equa
tion (7) by Y/X{+v and set x = X/-I:

Summing the Equations (8) over I = 1, ... , v and
taking into consideration system (6), we arrive at the
recurrence relation

(4')HaT = o.

Usually S is called a syndrome. Clearly, for S 0, we
must set Of; (x) = x. Otherwise, consider system (5) in
greater detail. Denote by Xl = a\ ... , Xv = ex iv the
numbers of nonzero coordinates in e, called the error
locations. Suppose the values of these nonzero coordi
nates (errors) are Y1, ... , Yv E IFq. Then system (5)
turns into

We are to solve system (6) in IFQ with respect to the
unknowns Xi' Yi and to find the correct value of v ~ t.

As mentioned above, system (6) has been indepen
dently considered in [10], [13] and [14, 15]. De Prony
obtained it in the course of studying a problem of
"curve fitting" over reals (that is, of interpolation) with
respect to 2t equidistant points in the class of exponen
tial functions of the form f(x) = 2:;=1 YiXf, Finding the
unknown coefficients Yi, Xi again leads to system (6)
with v = t. Surprisingly, both de Prony and Peterson,
Gorenstein, and Zierler suggested one and the same
method of solving system (6) that is appropriate for an
arbitrary field (save one step mentioned below). The
method also yields the correct value of v. (11)

i=l f"'i

Then the following equality holds:

w(x) == 5(x)CT(x) mod r l
.

v

w(x) = L YiXiX II (1 - Xjx).

It is not difficult to prove (see [17], Theorem 7.2.2) that
the determinant of this system is zero if v is greater
than the actual number of errors and nonzero if v is
equal to this number. Therefore, computing determi
nants of (10) for v = t, t - 1, ... , we can find the
number of errors. Clearly, de Prony's solution did not
need this step because in his problem v = t. Solving
linear system (10), we find the coefficients of the poly
nomial CT(X). The problem is now to find its roots. At
this point, de Prony applied numerical methods for
solving equations of high degree that had just been
devised by Lagrange (see [12]). In coding theory, it is
possible to inspect all elements of the (finite) field of
constants IFQ to find the error locations Xi' 1 ~ i ~ v
(the so-called "Chien search"). After this has been
done, finding values of Y i from the by-now linear sys
tem (6) presents no further difficulties in principle, but
it requires some additional computational effort.

This drawback of the proposed solution led G. D.
Forney [21] to a simplification based on a relation be
tween CT(X) and 5(x) = 2:~~ 1 SiX'. Define the polynomial
of error values

(6)

(5)

Y1X1 + + YvXv = 51,

Y1Xi + + YvX; = 5z,
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Indeed,

2t v v

S(X)U(X) = ~ ~ YiX!,Xi IT (1 - X/x)
)=1 1=1 /=1

~ ~ YiXiXD(1 - XIX{(l XiX) ~ (Xixy~j

The term in brackets equals 1 modulo x2t and Equation
(11) follows.

Since deg w(x) 0:;: t, to find w(x) from Equation (11),
we need only the first t coefficients of S(x). Once we
have found w(x), the error values Yi are readily found
from the relation

2. The problem of solving the system (10) of the
so-called Yule-Walker equations (which is to say, in
verting Toeplitz and Hankel matrices, or solving dis
crete-time Wiener-Hopf equations) has been exten
sively studied, not only in coding theory but also in
digital signal processing and in numerical methods.
Since the 1947 paper [23], numerous algorithms have
been suggested to solve this problem (see, e.g., W.
Trench's article [24], whose algorithm is close to the
BMA), many of them founded on Euclid's algorithm.
The fastest version of the BMA, which applies the fast
Fourier transform in finite fields, has the time complex
ity O(n log2n). We refer to [25] for an overview and
comparison of these methods.

Perfect Coverings of Hamming Space and a
Football-Pool Problem

t

M = 11F~IJ#{xld(x,A) 0:;: t} = qnJ ~ C) (q - l)i. (13)

Let q = pm be a prime power. Here we consider a
problem of constructing a covering of the vector space
IF~ with Hamming metric. A subset A C IF~ is called an
R-covering if for every x E IF~ there exists a E A such
that

The parameter R is called the covering radius of A. If A
is a covering, then, of course, for some x there may be
more than one vector from A with property (12). How
ever, if A is at the same time a code with minimum
distance d and t = l(d - 1)/2J (t 0:;: R), then all the
vectors x with d(x,A) 0:;: t are covered only once. Fi
nally, if t = R, the code A forms a perfect covering and
for every x E IF~, there exists exactly one a E A such
that inequality (12) holds. In this case, A is called a
perfect code. Observe that perfect codes necessarily have
odd distances.

One can easily compute the size of a perfect [n,M,d
2t + 1] code A:

(12)d(a,x) 0:;: R.

XiW(X;I)

u'(X;I) .

Thus, one can observe that Forney's algorithm for
the computation of error values is, in essence, La
grange interpolation. Finally, note that because this
algorithm relies on the code construction (4), it guar
antees the realization of the designated distance 0, not
the true distance d.

Relation (11) plays the principal role in the decoding
of BCH codes. For this reason, it is referred as the "key
equation" in coding theory [16] (whereas in numerical
mathematics, it is known as the Pade equation). The
aim of our exposition was to remark that this relation
was also central in the method of solving the system (6)
proposed in 1912 by Ramanujan. His idea of finding Yi

and Xi was much the same as the one here and in
volved the relations between power sums 2: X{ and
symmetric functions Uj(X1, ..• , Xv) known as New
ton identities. Here we applied these identities in the
generalized form (9). It is interesting to note that G. H.
Hardy, in the foreword to the edition of Ramanujan's
collected works, ranked this small paper among Ra
manujan's major achievements.

Concluding Remarks. 1. It follows from (9) that one
may view the problem of finding the coefficients of
u(x) as the problem of synthesis of the shortest linear
feedback shift register with feedback coefficients - (TI'

••• , - (Tv that generates a given syndrome sequence.
An algorithm that solves the problem in this form has
been proposed in [16]. The "modern" description of
this algorithm is due to J. Massey. We refer to [17] for
a detailed formulation and discussion of the Berle
kamp-Massey algorithm (BMA) which is computa
tionally simpler than the procedure described above.
Recently, the BMA was generalized to 2- and N-dimen
sional syndrome arrays [22] and applied to the decod
ing of algebraic-geometric codes.

Because no code can be of size greater than the right
hand side of Equation (13), this equality presents an
upper bound to the cardinality IAI of a code of length n
having distance d.

Let us give some examples of perfect codes:
1. q-ary linear [n = (qm - l)/(q - 1),qn-m,3] Hamming

code 'Jim:
2. binary linear [23,212,7] Golay code C£j23;
3. ternary linear [11,36,5] Golay code C£jll'

Surprisingly, any nontrivial perfect code over a finite
field either has the parameters coinciding with those of
'Jim or is equivalent to one of the Golay codes. This
theorem (proved independently by two different teams
of researchers in 1973) can be found in [20], Sec. 6.10.
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Both Golay codes are plainly linear. For example, the
code C§11 is spanned by the rows of the matrix [I6IP],
where

1 1 1 1 1
0 1 1
1 0 1

P= 1 0 1
1 0 1

1 1 0

(as usual, we write - instead of -1). The ternary lin
ear code C§12 generated by the matrix G [1615], where

is not perfect but helps a lot in studying the properties
of C§11 by establishing a number of deep connections,
some of which are mentioned at the end of this section.
In fact, C§12 can be obtained from C§11 after extending
each code word a by adding the overall parity check.
Define the inner product (a,b) = L aibi mod 3 of two
vectors a,b E IF~. A code A C IF~ is called weakly self-dual
(or self-orthogonal) if A C A-'- and self-dual if A A-'-.
Clearly, a weakly self-dual linear code with dim A =
nl2 is self-dual. Because SST = 16 (mod 3), every two
rows of G are orthogonal. We conclude that C§12 is self
dual (and so is C§24, the extended binary Golay code).
Therefore, the Hamming weight of every a E C§12 is
divisible by 3. The weight distribution of C§12 is the
following:

Mo = 1, M6 = 264, M9 = 440, M I2 = 24, (14)

where M i is the number of vectors of weight i.
It can be shown that the largest minimum weight d

a self-dual In,3nI2,dJ code A over 1F3 can have equals
3[n/12] + 3. So the code C§12 is extremal in this sense. It
appears that the weight distribution of any extremal
self-dual code must coincide with the one described in
(14). Moreover, one can see that the 132 distinct sup
porting sets of the words of weight 6 in A form the
Steiner system 5(5,6,12). From this, it is not very dif
ficult to prove the following result.

THEOREM 2 (Theorem 98 in [27]). A ternary self-dual
[12,36,6] code is unique.

This means that any ternary self-dual [12,729,6] code
can be obtained from C§12 after a suitable permutation
of coordinates.

The following theorem is also valid (though consid
erably more difficult to prove):

THEOREM 3 ([20], Sec. 20.8). A ternary [12,36,6] code is
unique.

COROLLARY. The Golay code C§11 is unique.

The problem of constructing a good (not necessarily
perfect) covering of the Hamming space 1F3 is also
called the football-pool problem. To explain this sec
ond name, consider a lottery that invites its partici
pants to forecast the correct results of a series of n
(football or other) matches between known teams. The
objective is to form a ternary n-vector x with coordi
nates equal to Win, Draw, and Lose that is close in
Hamming metric to the correct vector a that becomes
known later. A guess x is good (and is paid for) if d(x,a)
",:; t, where t is a threshold imposed by the lottery rules.
A player is charged for each forecast.

Suppose a person has definitely decided to win or at
least not to lose, that is, to complete a reasonable set A
of guesses at least one of which is good. Clearly, the
best choice for A would be a perfect covering of IF~.

This does not mean that he or she will necessarily get
back more than the invested sum. (Seemingly, a better
strategy would be to choose a random subset of A; we
shall not go into details.)

Suppose a football pool consists of 12 matches and t
= 2. Usually, even a lottery novice is sure about the
result of one game of the pool. The code C§11 provides
a very good play system for the remaining 11 matches.
This connection might seem strained were it not for
events in 1947 in Finland, where Juhani Virtakallio
published the code C§n in issues 27, 28, and 33 of the
Finnish football pool magazine Veikkaaja. In the accom
panying text he diffidently reports:

The following system with 729 columns [ codewords]
was born in my brain during a period of depression in
football-pool prizes. Because the prizes were too small at
that time to compensate the investments that would have
been required if the system had been used week after
week, the system remained unpublished and was forgot
ten among other systems. When during the last winter the
football-pool prizes reached a peak, there was talk with
the editors about publishing the system but they could not
fit the 729 columns into the magazine. Only now, when I
discovered a method to obtain the required saving of
space, does this system get a chance to enrich the possi
bilities of players, and perhaps the players themselves.

1£ the match chosen to be the sure match has been fore
cast correctly, the system guarantees at least 10 correct
results. In the model we only present how to forecast the
11 other matches, the sure match has not been written
down. (cited from [26])

Whereas the discovery of the code C§11 a year and a
half before it was constructed by M. Golay [28] is re
markable in itself; it becomes even more surprising in
view of the corollary, as well as the fact that it is one of
the few existing perfect codes over finite fields.

The Golay codes have a number of other interesting
and deep properties. For example, consider the group
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(Aut <&n)+ = (Aut C&n)/{±1}, where Aut <&12 is the
automorphism group of the Golay code <&12' It is
known that

a Mathieu group, a 5-transitive sporadic group of order
95,040. The automorphism group of C&11 is isomorphic
to a subgroup of .M12 that fixes a certain coordinate. .M12

is a subgroup of another Mathieu group, M24t that it
self is the automorphism group of the Golay code <&24'
This code is obtained from the code <&23 after adding an
overall parity check. The code <&24 is closely related to
the Leech lattice A24 C 1R24 that is known as a very good
(indeed, the best possible) packing of unit spheres in
24-dimensional Euclidean space. A parti-colored mo
saic of the properties of Golay codes, the Leech and
kindred lattices, and related mathematical results
forms the main contents of the voluminous book [30].

The football-pool problem gave birth to a number of
articles [30-33] devoted to the construction of good
covering codes. Suppose we know for certain that in b
of n matches of the pool, one of the teams is likely not
to lose. Then, in these b coordinates, only two possi
bilities, Wand D, are left. This leads to the problem of
constructing covering codes in the "mixed" space
M(b,n) = lFg x lF~-b. The three most recent articles in
the cited list are devoted to the construction of mixed
covering codes in the space F1 x F2 X ... x Fw where
IFil = qi ~ 2. In particular, [31] contains a large table of
the best-known covering codes in M(b,n) for 1 "S n "S 13
and 0 "S b "S 13. Needless to say, many codes cited in
it originate from Veikkaaja, Veikkaus-Lotto, and 11 other
magazines and brochures devoted to football-pool sys
tems.
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